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WHAT  WE'RE

AIMING  TO  DO

FOR  YOU

help you maintain your rail
transit system and keep it in a
state of good repair

CorrTracker is both a product and a

service designed and performed by

the ATS Consulting team that

enables you to focus your rail

maintenance efforts , saving you

time and money in the long-run . 

 

Through noise measurements onboard revenue service trains , ATS has

developed a relatively simple tool to track the formation and growth

of corrugation system-wide . By recording speed , milepost , and

onboard noise , ATS can map the noise levels to specific sections of

the track . A custom-built visualization tool shows where the noise

levels exceed the average by plotting the noise on satellite photos .

This form of visualization makes it easy to identify locations for

grinding and , more importantly , correlate problem areas with track

features . 
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Below is a screenshot of the CorrTracker visualization tool that is accessible

through any browser with an internet connection . The left figure is the track

superimposed on a Google Earth aerial photo . The track is color coded with red

indicating high noise levels and blue indicating normal noise levels . The blue

diamonds show the start and finish of track sections that require maintenance .

 

The right figure shows the noise level and speed in the upper graph (noise is

green , speed is white) and a spectrogram of the noise on the lower graph . The

horizontal axis of the spectrogram is milepost and the vertical axis is frequency .

The intensity is indicated by the color : red is loud and blue is quiet , or

alternatively , red is bad and blue is good . Horizontal red lines on the

spectrogram typically indicate corrugation .
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THE  HISTORY  OF

CORRTRACKER

where the onboard-noise to rail-
grinding-efforts correlation
began

CorrTracker was originally developed as a

tool to help San Francisco Bay Area Rapid

Transit (BART) System maintenance

managers address rail corrugation . When

ATS started this project , decisions of which

track segments to grind were commonly

based on which communities complained

the loudest and most frequently . With the

assistance of ATS and the CorrTracker

system , BART management implemented

a more scientific approach . 

Noise measurements inside vehicles

provide a simple and surprisingly

robust method to quickly characterize

track condition , identify locations with

rail corrugation , and perform post-rail

grinding quality control checks . 

 

This approach is being used system-

wide on BART at six-month intervals

and has been used for evaluating

specific locations at BART , NYCT , San

Diego Trolley , AirTrain in New York , the

Hiawatha LRT in Minneapolis , St . Louis

Metrolink , Calgary Transit , and

Edmonton LRT .

 

The underlying architecture of the

original software is modular and can be

adapted to help address track

condition and noise issues at other

transit agencies . It can also be

expanded to provide visualizations of

any data stream that is mapped to

milepost .

PAST

Recent data shows that with the assistance of ATS and the
CorrTracker system, BART noise levels system-wide are decreasing.
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CORRTRACKER

TODAY

we're streamlining our efforts to
offer you more insight

ATS's current onboard measurement kit consists

of a microphone, triaxial accelerometer, radar

speedometer, GPS tracker, video recorder, and

optional RFID tags. Using this onboard "box" that

takes two minutes to set up, we collect noise,

vibration, speed, and GPS data and map it to

geo-physical location. The collected data allows

us to easily identify and recommend areas for

priority acoustical grinding, and has proven

highly effective in coordinating grinding

schedules. 

CorrTracker is currently being

implemented on a regular basis for

BART and SoundTransit systems . ATS

takes measurements every 3-6 months ,

an effort requiring approximately two

days for a 100-route-mile transit

system . All of the data collected is

stored in a MySQL database which

allows us to access all noise files and

auxiliary signals and plot it in specific

ways . The current database supplies

visual representation of noise data from

station to station . 

 

With the current CorrTracker system ,

we process the data as it comes in from

each measurement trip , and reports

generated from the collected data

depend on when the ATS team can

process them . We are currently creating

a new CorrTracker system that will

automate this processing , allowing for

faster and more continuous reports .

PRESENT

Each CorrTracker kit is customized to fit a specific rail system.
Customizations include data display formats, how to display track on
aerial photographs, alternate display formats, and modifications to
tables to correspond with current maintenance forms.
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EXPANDING

CORRTRACKER  

partnerships and permanent
systems to revolutionize state-of-
good-repair 

We at ATS believe in the massive potential

of our CorrTracker system . We are

currently developing a new database and

automating the data processes in order to

automate identification of problem-areas

and generate reports with actionable work

orders . 

 

How else is CorrTracker changing? We 're

going from onboard to under-car with

proposed semi-permanent kits . 

A semi-permenant solution would

include two microphones and two

triaxial accelerometers mounted

underneath a vehicle along with a

computer that drives data acquisition

of the sensors and manages data

upload and local storage .

 

Noise and vibration measurements will

be recorded continuously as the train

runs during its normal 20-hour revenue

service day . Reduced statistics will be

uploaded whenever wi-fi reception is

available . Uncompressed raw audio and

vibration will be stored to a hard-drive

and uploaded during non-revenue

hours with remaining files downloaded

manually once a week to accommodate

the limit of the upload/transfer rate on

wireless networks . 

 

With continuous collection of data , the

new CorrTracker system will allow for

constant rail-condition monitoring ,

which may lead to permanently

implemented kits on service trains in

the near future . 

FUTURE

The ATS CorrTracker system has the potential to implement noise
data collection and supply real-time maintenance reports to every
rail transit system in America and beyond.  
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THE  NEW  ATS

CORRTRACKER

your state of good repair ally

The new CorrTracker is a

product that contains key track

features of a railway corridor

along with software that

positively identifies and trends

defects in the rail . It can rate the

quality of certain assets on a 1-to-5

scale and help trend the assets '

maintenance cycles . CorrTracker is

not designed as a Transit Asset

Management (TAM) solution , but

instead it can easily export indexes

to inform a TAM software solution ,

making it a flexible tool for track

maintenance engineers and

scientists . 

 

This system helps to monitor asset-

wear and provide early detection of

defects in the life-cycle so

preventative maintenance can be

performed and subsequently

evaluated . 
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